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POLITICAL POSTERS, POETRY,
PROSE AND PADDY'S DAY; FIND
OUT HOW CAMDEN MARKET IS
HOTTING UP FOR THE SUMMER!
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THEN

SPOKEN WORD ON
THE COBBLES
Celebrating the best of the Roundhouse's
young talent, where better for them to flex
those vocal muscles than in the bustling
Market. Over the course of a few hours,
four spoken word artists all performed
at initmate locations around the Market,
coming together for a final performance
at Dr. Martens Boot Room.
THE POSTER WORKSHOP
To celebrate 50 years since it's
inception on Camden Road, The Poster
Workshop came to Camden Market,
showcasing eight-foot recreations of
their political posters. There was also
the opportunity to meet the original
members, who printed small recreations
of their designs for visitors to take away,
using the original silk-screen method.
CAMDEN MARKET MINIS
A treat for market-goers both big and small,
our family fun day at the Market returned,
with healthy eating and dance lessons run
by Camden Can Move, a treasure hunt,
face-painting and arts and crafts.
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AN ALL FEMALE ST PATRICK'S
DAY CELEBRATION
After the success of last year's
collaboration with the Mayor of London,
our friends were back to paint the
Market green for round two; this time
with an all-female line up of acts,
in honour of the Year Of The Woman.
Despite the snow, the acts performed
acoustic pop ups across the Market,
with a headline gig at the Dr. Martens
Boot Room.
THE DAN AND PHIL
POP UP SHOP
Superfans of Youtube personalities
Dan and Phil flocked to the Market
to visit the boys' only London
pop up shop, ahead of their London
'Interactive Introverts' tour date.
NOF - A CELEBRATION
OF LANDSCAPE
Combining a mix of cultures and
mediums, Nof (Hebrew for "Landscape")
celebrated the theme in a week-long,
pop up exhibition in the Provender
Building. Find out more on page 5.
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THEN, NOW, NEXT : A BRIEF
HISTORY OF CAMDEN AND THE
MARKET IN FIVE FACTS

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
1822 - Charles Dickens' family moved into
a house on Bayham Street when he was 10
years old. The house, now demolished, is said
to have been the inspiration behind the home
of the Cratchit family in A Christmas Carol.
In more recent times, Dickens’ A Christmas
Carol has come full circle; one of the most
famous interpretations of the novel,
The Muppet Christmas Carol , had many of it’s
cast members created just two streets away on
Oval Road, the original home of the Jim Henson
Creature Shop.

BRINGING LIFE TO CAMDEN

GIN & TONIC, WITH ICE

1820 - The Regent's Canal was fully opened
on 1st August 1820 at 11am, with brass bands
accompanying the official procession.
Before this, the area had been largely
rural but the Canal kick-started Camden’s
evolution into a hotbed of import and industry.

1867 - Camden became a centre of alcohol
production when Gilbey’s moved their
expanding operation from Soho to Camden.
The 20-acre warehouse they built partly on
what is now the Market made them the largest,
at that time, drinks manufacturers in the world.

The idea was not always so popular however
and was almost scrapped before the works
had even begun. When designer John Nash
received backing for the project from the
Prince Regent, he was also thrown a party to
celebrate. The party featured a 200 foot-long,
scale model of the Canal filled with fish and the
gilt silver tableware for the party alone cost
£60,000 (£7 million in today), causing public
outcry and pressure to scrap the plan.

Gin is nothing without tonic; Idris & Co began
to manufacture soft drinks in Camden shortly
after, whilst local resident William Leftwich
had, in 1825, set up a business to supply ice,
building wells in Camden Town and importing
ice from Norway. He was given permission to
build a dock — the Ice Wharf — which is still
known by name alone, opposite what is now
Camden Market.
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THEN, NOW, NEXT : A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAMDEN
AND THE MARKET IN FIVE FACTS

MUSICALLY MINDED

FINALLY ON THE MARKET

1966 - Built in 1846 by Branson & Gwyther as
a turntable for the railway, the Roundhouse
was later used as a warehouse, falling empty
after World War Two. Arnold Wesker saw
it's huge potential and in 1966 it opened with
London’s first all-night rave, featuring
then little-known band Pink Floyd.

1973 - Armed with a plan to create workshop
spaces for artists and craftspeople, friends
Bill Fulford and Peter Wheeler transformed
the abandoned timber yard outside
Dingwalls into one of London’s first craft
markets. Flourishing from the moment it
opened, the Market attracted revellers
from all over London.

Though hosting an army of huge local and
international acts, it faced closure in 1983
and wasn’t reopened until 2004, when a
regeneration began. At the other end of
the Market, partners John Armit and
Tony Mackintosh transformed the unloved
Dingwalls warehouse into Camden’s
undisputed home of live music, with bands
including The Stranglers, The Clash,
The Sex Pistols and Blondie all performing
there in the '70s. Following a facelift in 1986,
the venue re-opened with a huge line up,
and is still going today.

Just ten years later, the Market was already
a platform for new talent; Wayne Hemingway
and partner Gerardine set up stall in Camden
Market, selling clothes to raise money for
Wayne’s band. On the first day, they paid just
£6 in rent but took home over £80. It was an
overnight success, with that one stall soon
becoming 16 shops, under the name Red or
Dead. Close by, Stevie Stewart and David
Holah were selling their own label, Bodymap,
which became one of the iconic fashion
brands of the Eighties.

WHAT ARE YOUR MEMORIES OF THE MARKET
AND CAMDEN OVER THE YEARS?
LET US KNOW BY EMAILING INFO@CAMDENMARKET.COM
OR WIRITING TO : 54-56 CAMDEN LOCK PLACE, LONDON, NW1 8AF.
OUR FAVOURITES WILL BE FEATURED IN THE NEXT
EDITION OF THE CAMDEN MARKET QUARTERLY.
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Roei Greenberg

Farideh Golbahar

Taking its title from the Hebrew
translation for landscape, 'Nof' brought
together the past and future with an
immersive pop up gallery, showcasing
interpretations of landscape via the
mediums of paint, video, installation,
sculpture and photography.
In case you missed out on the exhbition,
we caught up with exhibition text writer
Henie Westbrook to talk through some of
her favourite pieces from the exhbition...
" Two works in my selection actually
represent landscapes, the third alludes
to the structure of earth and landscape.
Roei Greenberg lives in London. He was
born at a Kibbuz in the north of Israel, a
factor which endows him with a profound
knowledge of his native landscape.
His installation is called Ein Zeitim Stone-Carved Trail. The trail leads him
and us, by implication, on a physical
and metaphorical journey through the
terrain. It is a cracked and split landscape,
which came into being through tectonic
movements 35 million years ago and
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Nili Feferberg

mirrors the ideological and political
fractures which manifest until today.
Farideh Golbahar originates from Iran,
and now lives in Jerusalem. She paints
deceptively beautiful landscapes.
Although her oil painting of an enchanted
garden strikes us as idyllic, on closer
examination the fracture is also visible
here. The painting is 'split, divided into
four, and we are invited to look behind the
surface, which is violently breaking into
parts...' a ruptured paradise.
Nili Feferberg's ceramic sculpture, titled
Blue Poly-Cells measures 18 x 14 x 19
centimetres and is constructed of tiny
clay pieces, hand-rolled into balls and
stuck onto joined clay fragments, which
form the inner structure of the piece.
Nili, is an artist from Israel, and lives in
London. She has recently also begun
working with clay.
Her sculptures reflects the painstaking
work of the potter and hint at the
anatomical structure of our universe."
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GLUTEN FREE RECIPE
MAKE YOUR OWN GLUTEN FREE,
VEGAN PASTA DISH AT HOME WITH LEGGERO!

Celebrating their entry into the Market
last month, gluten free pasta people
Leggero have shared one of their recipes
for a quick to make, healthy dinner for

you to try at home. Alternatively if
you're feeling lazy, pick up dinner to-go
from their shop in the North Yard on
your way home!
HOW TO MAKE IT:

INGREDIENTS:
• FRESH, GLUTEN FREE PASTA
• 4 CHERRY TOMATOES
(cut in half)
• PRE-COOKED AUBERGINE
(one half per person)
• BABAGANOUSH
(one generous tablespoon per person)
• ALMOND FLAKES
(one handful per person)

• Stir-fry the cherry tomatoes and
the aubergine in a pan with a bit of
water and garlic oil for 3 minutes
at a medium/high heat.
• Put the fresh tagliatelle in the boiling
water for 2 minutes.
• Add the tagliatelle with a bit of cooking
water to the pan and mix together at
medium heat for 2 minutes or until the
water evaporates almost completely.
• Serve the pasta, topping it with
babaganoush (room temperature)
and almond flakes to add a nice
crunchiness and a hint of sourness
to match the sweetness of the
babaganoush.

AND IF YOU LIKED THAT...
Check out our Gluten Free Festival, which will be taking place on the 21st and 22nd
of July. Find out all of the details and what to expect at the festival over the page!
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THE CAMDEN VINTAGE MARKET
EVERY SATURDAY
THE HORSE TUNNEL MARKET
Still going strong after it's launch in the
spring, the Camden Vintage Market is still
embracing all things vintage with weekly,
themed music and fashion sourced from
our traders and Boogaloo Radio keep the
decks spinning.
BUSK IN LONDON
SESSIONS EVERY DAY
ACROSS THE MARKET
Returning for their second summer in a
row, check out some of the best talent
that London's busking scene has to offer,
as selected by the Mayor of London's
office, at their official pitches here on
the Market.
THE AFRICAN MARKET
2ND JUNE + 7TH JULY
+ 4TH AUGUST + 1ST SEPTEMBER
CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
Returning to the Market after a three
year abscence, The African Market is
a day of live entertainment, authentic
food and traditional craft and fashion
pieces, curated by Open The Gate.
Enjoy lively performances from African
dancers, hands-on drumming circles
and facepainting for little ones!

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE
TO ENTER!

AN EVENING OF SPOKEN WORD
13TH JUNE
PAMBAN CHAI & COFFEE HOUSE
Performances and readings by some of
the Roundhouse's fabulously talented
resident artists from 6:30pm onwards.
WORLD CUP SCREENINGS
14TH JUNE - 15TH JULY
THROUGHOUT THE DAY
Whether it's commiserations or
celebrations, check out the FIFA World
Cup matches screened in all of their glory.
REGGAE ROAST
24TH JUNE + 29TH JULY + 9TH SEPT
CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
A celebration of Roots and Reggae with
food and drink to match at this series of
summer parties, hosted by Reggae Roast.
THE GLUTEN FREE FESTIVAL
21ST + 22ND JULY
CAMDEN LOCK PLACE
Returning to it's original home in the
Market, the Gluten Free Festival is back,
with a wide range of gluten free food,
product, and of course, the gluten free
bar, stocking free-from wines, beers and
prosecco. A fun day out for all the family,
there will also be talks, demonstrations
and kids activities.

CHECK OUT CAMDENMARKET.COM FOR
MORE DETAILS ON ALL EVENTS!
All events correct at time of print
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NEW OPENINGS

FEST

MAMAA MADE

Transforming the former Horse Hospital,
FEST is an all-day, all-year venue and the
ultimate party destination. Regenerating the
original, stables interior to create separate,
themed party rooms for the evening, whilst
the roof terrace offers panoramic views of
North London, wood-fired pizzas, street food
and bespoke cocktails during the day.

After opening Josiah Amari on Camden
Lock Place over three years ago, owner
Maria celebrated by opening a second shop,
Mamaa Made. Working in partnership with
friend Lisha of Thimble and Doll, the shop
sells everything from kid's homeware to
accessories to toys as well as working with
other mumpreneurs.

RUDY'S DIRTY
VEGAN DINER
Serving up the American fast
food favourites that you know
and love, everything is 100%
vegan and 110% delicious:
from the meatloaf to the
classic reuben bagel.
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LEGGERO

JI

Endorsed by Coeliac UK,
Leggero’s gluten free menu
is on a mission to offer
dishes that all can enjoy,
without taking away from the
delicious-ness of traditional
Italian food.

Inspired by the night markets
of Taiwan, Ji (Taiwanese for
'chicken') is the result of a
three year journey, sampling
and developing the ultimate
fried chicken recipe.
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WHAT ELSE WE'VE
BEEN UP TO...

SUMMER OPENING HOURS
As we finally hit (fingers crossed!) what is
beginning to feel like summer, the Market
will be reverting back to summer opening
hours, 10am-7pm. Perfect for all of those
after-work shopping needs.
CONGRATULATIONS,
CLIME-IT BROTHERS!
Shout out to Clime-It Brothers,
who won 'best market trader' at the
Camden Inspire Awards earlier this
year, with their environemtally-concious
clothing store that also employs and
supports disadvantaged young people
across the borough.
LOVE LONDON AWARDS
2018 WINNERS!
After over 65,000 votes, Camden
Market was lucky enough to win 'most
loved local culture spot in Camden'
(thanks guys!), however, we weren't the
only winners. Special mention also goes
to Lockside Camden, who were the
runners up in the 'best place to drink in
the sun in Camden' category, whilst a
massive congratulations goes to Pamban
who won both 'most loved local coffee
place in Camden' and 'most loved local
brunch spot in Camden'.
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TOO GOOD TO GO
Here at the market, we are endeavouring
to cut down on food waste in any ways
possible. One way to do this was by
selling unsold meals at the end of the
day via the Too Good To Go app. Some
of our traders including Bian Dang,
Spicebox and Flour Station (to name but
a few) are already signed up, with more
coming online soon. This means that you
can pick up dinner from the Market for
a fraction of the normal price, just by
using the app. Visit toogoodtogo.co.uk
for details on how to get the app.
CAMDEN MARKET
GOES FUR FREE
We are excited to announce that as of
1st March 2018, Camden Market has
implemented a Market-wide ban as we
feel that, moving forward, fur has no
place here.
A SUNDAY KIND OF LOVE
AND TACOBANG!
It was exciting to welcome A Sunday Kind
Of Love and Tacobang! into the Market
with their brightly coloured vans, serving
up speciality mezcal cocktails and tacos
that are full of flavour.
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HONEST BURGERS
X
THE CHEESE BAR
A CAMDEN MARKET SPECIAL

For us, cheese isn't just a food stuff, it's
a way of life. So we were really excited
when Honest Burgers and The Cheese
Bar came together to make a monthly
special and (unsurprisingly!) it was so
popular, they put it on the menu full time.

So, what's in it? The burger consists of
beef, bacon, deep-fried smoked British
mozzarella and old Winchester cheese,
chipotle jam, pickles and rocket with
homemade, rosemary salted chips.

THEY'RE PRETTY SURE YOU WON'T
EVER WANT TO EAT ANYTHING ELSE AGAIN
AND WHEN WE TRIED IT, SO WERE WE.

AS IF YOU NEEDED ANY MORE REASON, YOU CAN ALSO
CUT OUT & HAND IN OUR VOUCHER BELOW FOR 25% OFF!

25% OFF BURGERS

*

AT HONEST BURGERS CAMDEN
* Available to use Mon-Wed. This voucher can only be used once and must be handed in to Honest Burgers Camden. Voucher cannot
be used in conjunction with Camden Card. Offer valid unti 31st August 2018. If this voucher is not used by this time, it will be forfeited
with no entitlement to refund or exchange. Photocopied vouchers will not be accepted. This voucher is not transferable, refundable
in cash or replaceable if lost, destroyed or stolen. Offer is subject to availability and all items are subject to availability. Camden Market
and Honest Burgers reserve the right to amend these terms and conditions or withdraw this offer at any time without prior notice.
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GET UP TO

25%
OFF

Get up to 25% off food, drink
and fashion at Camden Market
with the CAMDEN CARD
With almost 100 Camden Market traders signed up
and discounts of up to 25%, The Camden Card is the
perfect opportunity to save money at the Market.
With a dedicated email now going out weekly to card
holders with exclusive competitions and invites,
make sure you aren’t missing out.
C

Sign up at:

camdenmarket.com/camdencard

@camdenmarket
@camdenmarketldn
camdenmarket.com
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